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Mistreatment Stressors: Summary 

Mistreatment stressors occur when groups of people dictate the lives of other people 

in the community. Victims of mistreatment lead awful existences. These people 

have limited access to important resources, have daily lives filled with fear and 

have little hope of happiness in their future. In addition, perpetrators of 

mistreatment are varied and include national regimes, company executives, elected 

politicians and supporters of mistreatment. Firstly, national regimes brutalize 

people for their own rewards. Secondly, many executives gain profits on the back of 

mistreatment while many politicians are elected based on promises of supplies of 

cheap products, often made by the mistreated. Both sets of people gain social 

rewards due to their contributions to the mistreatment of people. Finally, 

supporters of mistreatment include the general public in communities around the 

world. These people are willing to pay perpetrators for cheap resources made by the 

mistreated and are willing to vote for politicians who promise supplies of cheap 

resources in their local communities. Many citizens, who are both consumers and 

voters, little consider the life conditions of the people who contribute to their 

community.  

Unfortunately, perpetrators become used to their control of people while supporters 

become used to their low-cost lifestyle. Even more unfortunate is that perpetrators 

and supporters of mistreatment fear social change: perpetrators fear revolution and 

ugly deaths while supporters fear rising living costs. Finding solutions to 

mistreatment stressors may promote social upheaval in the short-term future due 

to declining company profits, uncomfortable political choices, declining standards of 

living and increasing financial expenses. Recipients of cheap resources made by 

mistreated people fear the social changes that would bring contributors to 

community their just reward. The result of these possible consequences and fears is 

people maintaining lifestyles based on mistreatment stressors and many 

contributors to community life not receiving adequate benefit for their efforts. In the 
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end, the communal rule of citizen co-operation, where adequate benefits are dealt to 

every contributor to community life, is a distant goal in modern times. 

Community norms promote mistreatment stressors. Community norms induce 

citizens to survive by either tolerating or meting out or supporting mistreatment; 

induce citizens to co-operate with perpetrators of mistreatment; induce citizens to 

feel independent by limiting behaviours and rewards to within the scope set by 

perpetrators of mistreatment. The result of community norms is the vast majority of 

people focused on maintaining stable social surroundings but displaying either 

arrogance, due to their taking advantage of the known inhumane living conditions 

of mistreated people, or ignorance, due to their lack of will to research the living 

conditions of contributors to community life. 

Most citizens willfully reinforce community norms that contribute to mistreatment 

stressors. Citizens contribute to social goals and community laws that ignore the 

lives of contributors to community, reward perpetrators of mistreatment and lead to 

social stability based on mistreatment of people. Furthermore, through education 

and role modeling, citizens maintain contemporary social practices that ignore the 

communal rule of citizen co-operation and prolong mistreatment of people into the 

future. 

Personal inconsistencies arise in all groups of people – victims, perpetrators and 

supporters. Victims create life goals that bring few opportunities to live to personal 

moral code. Perpetrators and supporters create life goals that overlook the 

mistreatment of contributors to personal lifestyles. In addition, behaviours by 

perpetrators and supporters of mistreatment maintain underlying threats to social 

stability and the moral responsibility for the protection of all contributors to 

personal lifestyles is neglected. 
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Happiness includes acknowledging the value of co-operating with contributors to 

contemporary lifestyles. For the sake of happiness, people need to resolve their 

contribution to mistreatment stressors. When people deem their efforts as morally 

right and good, then purpose of behaviour enters personal emotions. Goals of 

bringing benefit to all contributors of current lifestyles give reasons to believe that 

all people will live in long-term stable communities with reliable access to 

important resources and, also, will be able to gain love and respect. Specifically, 

behaviours in a happy life include working in groups to eliminate any mistreatment 

of people, to co-operate on equal terms with all contributors to group life and to 

make certain that all contributors to community life have adequate access to 

important resources. All these goals and behaviours lead to personal survival, love 

and respect which all contribute to fulfilling cherished values. People can be happy 

with their treatment of contributors to personal and community life. 

Questions 

1. With the information in this essay, which points do you agree or disagree? 

Explain. 

2. What mistreatment stressors occur in your community? 

3. What community norms promote or negate mistreatment stressors? How? 

4. How do you contribute to community norms that promote or negate 

mistreatment stressors? 

5. Do you have any personal inconsistencies between your treatment of other 

people and your need to fulfill cherished values of survival, love and respect? 

Explain. 

6. How would you like to resolve your inconsistencies? If you have few 

inconsistencies, what advice would you give others? 

7. What are your favorite possessions? Assess these possessions, including their 

parts, with respect to your views of mistreatment stressors. 


